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Opportunities, pitfalls in international trade 
Q: More SMEs are expanding their footprint over- 
seas. In the area of international trade, what are 
some aspects that SMEs should look out forlpay spe- 
cial attention to? Where are the opportunities and 
potential pitfalls? Can you offer any advice on how 
SMEs can reduce risks for optimal results? 

A: international trade has two main contexts. It could re- 
fer to cross-border trade between privrite commercial par- 
ties. It could also refer to the regulatory aspects of 
cross-border trade that SMEs may encounter when ven- 
turing to do business overseas. SMEs would do well to be 
aware of issues that may arise in both contexts. Of course, 
it is not possible to cover the diversity of issues here, but 
the following are some potential problems to be aware of. 
When in doubt, an SME should, of course, seek appropri- 
ate legal advice. 

In the b t  instance, when an SME may enter into a con- 
tract with an overseas counterpart to, for example, sell its 
products overseas, it would generally do well to ensure 
that the terms of the agreement are understood clearly on 
both sides. If a written agreement is to be signed, the SME 
should ensure it understands the terms it will be signing. 
It is usually not possible to say later, if a dispute arises, 
that it did not read or understand the terms at signature. 

Other general considerations arising in domestic com- 
mercial contracts, such as the authority of the other party 
to make the agreement, and the potential of non-perform- 
ance or poor performance ofthe contract by the other par- 
ty, also apply in the cross-border context. Given the poten- 
tial of disputes, the SME should also consider whether it 
wishes to have a dispute settlement clause in the agree- 
ment, to give itself the option of choosing methods such as 
mediation or arbitration, as these allow for private settle- 
ment of disputes without having to go to court. 

In the second context, an SME venturing into a foreign 
market may encounter what is known as regulatory 
"trade barriers". Trade barriers may prevent or impede 
the entry of an SME's goods (or services) into an overseas 
market. They can take a variety of forms, such as tariffs or 
quotas. An SME may also encounter discriminatory rules 
or treatment applied by the foreign authorities to the 
SME's exports. 

AU member countries of the World Trade Organization 
WTO) - most major trading nations are members - have 
agreed to obsenw certain basic rules on trade barriers. 
Failure to adhere to these rules may result in a WTO dis- 
pute being brought against the country concerned, to deal 
with the trade barrier(s). 

Here are some examples. Firstly, an importing country 
that is a WTO member would have agreed on tariff levels 
for goods entering their market (called 'bound" tariffs). It 
may therefore generally not impose tariffs higher than 
these stated levels. 

Socondly, a WTO member country generally may not 
discriminate in their treatment of similar goods from dif- 
ferent WTO countries. For instance, if a Singapore-based 
SME finds that its exports to country X are being treated 
by the authorities there less favourably (eg, because the 
Singapore goods face more onerous requirements before 
the goods are allowed to be sold) when compared with 
similar exports from another country (Y) to X, this may be 
improper discrimination against the Singapore goods. 

Playing by the rules: All member countries of the 
World 7Yade Organization have agreed to obserue 
certain basic rules on trade barriers 
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(The SME may need, of course, to obtain legal advice 
and check, for instance, to see if country Y might have a 
preferential trade agreement with X that justifies such dif- 
ferent treatment. Conversely, Singapore SMEs should also 
check and take advantage of any preferential treatment 
that may be available to their exports in countries that 
have signed free trade agreements with Singapore.) \VTO 
also has rules that apply to trade barriers to services that 
SMEs may seek to provide in a foreign market. 

Thirdly, if a Singapore SME finds that its exports are tional trade. it should seek advice on getting proper protec- 
being treated less favourably when compared with similar tion of these rights in the overseas market. 
goods originating in the overseas market, there may also Finally, for Singapore SMEs that plan to go further by 
be possible redress. setting up an overseas presence, such as a factory or a sub- 

For example, if a Singapore product faces more bur- sidiary, they would do well to learn about the require- 
densome internal taxes. rules of sale. distribution or dis- ments of the overseas investment laws, and of anv legal . " 
play as compared with those faced b i  similar goods or@- protection offered to foreign investors. 
nating there, or unjustifiable technical regulations, there In the event that the overseas government changes its 
may be cause for complaint and redress. laws or rules in a way that adversely affects an SME's in- 

For example, in WTO complaints brought by Canada, vestment, avenues may exist for compensation in such sit- 
the European Communities (EC) and the United States uations and Proper legal advice should be sought. 
against lapan, the WTO ruled that the classification of al- 
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which resulted in a higher tax being applicable to the im- 
ported drinks, was found to be a violation of WTO rules. 

In another example, in a WTO complaint by Peru 
against the EC, the EC's technical requirements for goods 
that were allowcd to be marketed in the EC as "preserved 
sardiness" were found to violate WTO rules. Where a viola- 
tion is found, the country is expected to remove it. 

If a Singapore SME has a trademark or other intellectu- 
al property in relation to its goods and services in interna- 
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